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TYPE
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LOCATION

SUMMARY

Burglary
Vehicle

19-118225

Fifer Lane

Domestic
Disturbance

19-118178

Point Pleasant
Drive

Domestic
Disturbance

19-118193

Black Bear Lane

Stolen
Vehicle

19-118275

Old Haw Creek
Road

Drunk
Driver

19-118283

Old Haw Creek
Road and
Chicken Farm
Road

V1 advised he discovered his vehicle front passenger side door
opened and multiple items on the ground around the vehicle in the
driveway and in his front lawn. Approximately $30 USD in
change/bills, one “Nike” backpack and three unknown brand/ style/
type of “dolls” were stolen. The incident occurred between
7:30pm-8:10pm. Report by Deputy Lane.
S1 was placed under arrest and charged with domestic Aggravated
Assault with a Deadly Weapon after picking up a large kitchen knife
and threatening V1 during a verbal argument. Report by Deputy
Sanchez.
Units responded to the residence reference a verbal disturbance.
Upon arrival the argument stopped upon announcing LEO presence.
Contact was made with the residents and it was determined that
the disturbance was only verbal. S1 has a pre-trial release order in
place where there should be no contact with V1. Upon searching
for S1 it appeared she ran out of the back door while contact was
made at the front door. Charges for violation of pre-trial release
passed on to dayshift. Report by Deputy Lane.
RP advised her beige 2006 Honda CRV was left unlocked with the
keys in it at 8PM in her parent’s driveway and her vehicle was
stolen overnight. Report by Deputy Patel.
While checking the area for the above stolen vehicle, Sergeant
Weaver located S1 slumped over the wheel of a vehicle. S1 was
arrested for carrying a concealed firearm, driving under the
influence, possession of schedule two substance without a
prescription and possession of schedule four substance without a
prescription. Report by Deputy McCarthy.
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